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CJO features available to all your users

1.00 Athens log in

1.01 What is Athens?

Athens is an independent service that allows its users to have access to a large number of online services - including Cambridge Journals Online - through a single username and password. It also allows users to have remote access to organisational subscriptions when they are away from their campus. Now owned by Eduserv, a registered UK charity, Athens was originally developed in 1994 at the University of Bath. For more information about Athens, go to http://www.athensams.net.

1.02 Accessing Cambridge Journals Online using Athens

Users who have been given an Athens username and password can access organisational subscriptions on Cambridge Journals Online by using the ‘Athens log in’ that appears on the homepage and in the ‘Welcome’ panel at the top left of every page throughout the site.

Note: if a user logs in from a journal’s homepage, they will be returned to that page once their username and password have been authenticated.

2.00 Browse Journals

The ‘Browse journals’ menu on the left-hand side of each page gives users a variety of ways to find the journal content they are interested in.
2.01 Browse: By title
This page allows users to browse through the entire list of Cambridge journals alphabetically. They can either scroll down the list or click on the appropriate letter at the top of the page.
Clicking on a journal title will take them to that journal’s homepage.

2.02 Browse: By subject
This page allows users to browse the entire Cambridge list by subject area. Clicking on a subject area at the top of the page will take them to a list of the journals published in that field. Clicking on a journal title will take them to that journal’s homepage.

2.03 Browse: Favourites
This feature is only available to users who have registered with Cambridge Journals Online and are logged in. See 2.08 Favourites in Features available to registered users for more information.

2.04 Browse: Subscribed to
This page lists the full-text journals users can access. It may include organisational subscriptions (possibly from a number of different organisations), any personal subscriptions they may have.
plus any free or trial access journals.

The page is divided into sections showing the different types of access:

- individual subscriptions
- organisational subscriptions
- journals to which there is free access

These are followed by a list of the journals not currently available to the user and finally a list of those Cambridge journals that do not have any online content at present.

To look at a particular journal, click on the journal title.

2.05 Collection Manager

Collection Manager allows users to retrieve information from the Cambridge Journals Online database either to display on screen or to download in a convenient format for use with other applications. Use Collection Manager if you need to produce listings, check claims, or create deep links to journal homepages from your OPAC.

It is also a useful way for all Cambridge Journals Online users to check which journals they should have full-text access to, based on their IP address.

Collection Manager appears under the ‘Browse’ menu on the home page and on every page throughout the site.

2.05.1 Select journals

1. First you need to select which journals you want to include in your listing. There are three ways of doing this.

a) You can include only those journals to which the computer you are working on has full-text access. To do this, scroll down to the bottom of the page and check the ‘Available to this IP only’ box. Note: this checks the access rights of the computer you are using not your individual access rights.

b) Or you can create a complete listing of all Cambridge journals by making sure that the ‘Available to this IP only’ box is unchecked. (Note: this list will include all journals which have had content available on Cambridge Journals Online now or in the past, some of which may since have moved to different publishers.)
c) Thirdly, you can select particular journals for inclusion by clicking on the list of journals or subjects provided.

**Note:** to select more than one journal or subject, hold down the Ctrl key (PC) or Apple key (Macintosh).

### 2.05.2 Select the type of content you are interested in

By clicking on the ‘Contents’ list you can choose to download information about any of the following types of content:

- All content available to you (at your IP address)
- All content not available to you
- Your institutional subscriptions
- Your consortia subscriptions
- Your archive subscriptions
- Your free trials
- Journals no longer published by Cambridge University Press
- Journals that have changed title
- Journals that are free to all
- Issues that are free to all
- Articles that are free to all
2.05.3 Select the type of information you are interested in

To select the type of information you want listed, use the ‘Fields to Display’ drop-down menu to choose the field types.

You can run reports that will display any or all of the following types of information:

- Electronic ISSN
- Forthcoming articles
- ISSN
- Journal mnemonic
- Publisher (i.e., the Society on whose behalf Cambridge publishes the journal)
- Journal short title
- Journal title
- URL (useful for librarians wanting to add links to journal homepages to their OPAC)
- Volumes (Issues)
- When last article published
- Year
- Next issue publish date

2.05.4 Select a format

Use the ‘Output file’ menu to choose how you wish to view or export the data. You can choose to display the listing on screen so that you can check it before exporting it. The results page allows you to select a format for outputting to file without having to return to the previous page.
you want to incorporate the data into local databases or other types of applications, select either the Tab or Comma Delimited file formats from the drop-down menu. If you would like your data to be formatted into an Excel spreadsheet file, select ‘Excel Spreadsheet’. If you choose one of these options, the data will automatically be previewed on screen. When you are satisfied with the listing, click ‘Download file’.

An on-screen listing looks like this:

The same report in Excel looks like this:

2.05.5 Example of Comma Delimited Format:
Ageing & Society, Cambridge University Press, 0144-686X

Example of Tab Delimited Format:
Ageing & Society      Cambridge University Press      0144-686X
2.06 RSS and Atom feeds

These are only available to users who have registered with Cambridge Journals Online and are logged in. See 3.1: RSS and Atom feeds in Features available to Registered Users for more information.

3.0 Searching

All the journals and articles on Cambridge Journals Online have been indexed for searching. There are three main ways to search the content of journals: the Quick Search, the Cite Search and the Advanced Search.

3.01 Quick search

The Quick Search box appears at the top right-hand side of every page throughout the site. Enter your search terms into the box and click 'Search'. This will run a search across the full text of all articles on the site and their associated metadata fields (title, author names, keywords, etc).

3.02 Cite Search

The Cite Search box appears just below the Quick Search box at the top right-hand side of every page throughout the site. 'Cite Search' provides you with a quick way of searching for content:

- if you have an article citation to hand
- if you know some or all of the bibliographic details of the content you are looking for
- or if you simply want to go straight to a particular journal’s homepage.

In other words, it is a more precise search tool than 'Quick Search' because you can use more search criteria. At the same time, because you already know what you are looking for you don’t need the powerful search capabilities provided by 'Advanced Search'.
To use 'Cite Search' first select the journal you are interested in using the drop-down list provided. Then you can use any or all of the other fields (Author, Year, Volume, Issue, Page) to narrow down your search further.

Note: you can use any of the fields on their own (once you have selected a journal) except for the 'Page' field. If you try to do this you will see an error message asking you to enter more data.

3.03 Advanced search

A link to Advanced Search appears immediately beneath the Quick Search box at the top right-hand side of every page throughout the site. The Advanced Search facility allows you to refine your searches to increase the relevance of your search results. The following search criteria can be used in an Advanced Search query:

1. **Search On** - using the drop-down boxes on the left-hand side you can choose to search any of the following fields:
   - **Anywhere** - this allows you to search across all content.
   - **Full Text** - searches only the main text of an article.
   - **Article Title** - searches in the article’s title.
   - **Author** - searches author names.
   - **Affiliation** - searches author affiliations as listed in articles.
   - **Abstract** - searches only within the abstract of an article.
   - **Keywords** - searches keywords listed in articles. Keywords are supplied by the author(s) as part of the submission process. **Note:** this feature is only available for those journals that publish article keywords.
   - **DOI** - searches for a specific Digital Object Identifier.
   - **ISSN** - searches for a specific ISSN or EISSN for a journal

2. **Search For** - type your search terms here

3. **Using the AND, OR, AND NOT boxes**

Use these boxes to construct more complex searches.

Some examples:

- Searching for **Author**: Clark **AND** **Anywhere**: influenza will find all articles that contain the word influenza by all authors whose name is Clark.
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- Searching for Author: Clark OR Anywhere: influenza will find all articles that contain the word influenza and all articles by authors whose name is Clark.
- Searching for Author: Clark AND NOT Anywhere: influenza will find all articles by authors whose name is Clark except those that contain the word influenza.
- Searching for Abstract: influenza AND NOT Author: Clark will find all articles that contain the word influenza in the abstract, except those that are by an author whose name is Clark.

For searches on more than two terms the search is bracketed.

Example
Anywhere: influenza AND Author: Clark OR Anywhere: epidemiology AND Title: community will search for (((Anywhere: influenza AND Author: Clark) OR Anywhere: epidemiology) AND Title: community) - which will find all articles that contain influenza that have Clark as an Author and community in the title and all articles that contain the word epidemiology and have community in the title.

4. Other ways of refining your search

Journals - by default the search is across all journal content on Cambridge Journals Online. This box allows you to narrow your search to specific journals. Use the list to select the journal(s) you want to search across.

Note: to select more than one item from a list, hold down the Ctrl key (PC) or Apple key (Macintosh).

Subjects - this allows you to search particular subject areas. Use the list to select the subject(s) you are interested in.

5. Limit your search by date

You can also refine your searches by publication date. (Note: the publication date is the cover date of the journal issue.)

From - select the earliest publication month and year from the drop-down menu.

To - select the latest publication month and year from the drop-down menu.

6. You can also filter your search results for certain criteria and you can control how the search results will be displayed:

Number of results per page - allows you to choose how many search results will display on each page
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Exclude book reviews - allows you to remove book reviews from the search results

Only search journals you have full access to - allows you to remove from the search results any articles that you do not have full-text access to

Specific article type - allows you restrict the article types to be displayed by choosing from a list of options

Fields to be included - allows you to choose which fields you would like displayed on the search results page

Once you have specified all your search criteria and search filters, click 'Search'. You can click 'Reset' at any time in order to clear the form.

Note: to select more than one item from a list, hold down the Ctrl key (PC) or Apple key (Macintosh).

3.04 Search Results

This page is displayed when you have carried out a quick or advanced search, and lists the articles that match your search criteria. The default order of this list is by 'Relevancy', which displays articles in order of their relevance to the search criteria used (ie the most relevant article appears first).

3.05 How we calculate ‘relevancy’

Searching runs across the full text of articles and their associated metadata fields (title, author names, keywords, etc). The ranking of the results of the search is determined by the number of times the search term occurs in the full text or in any of the metadata fields, with some fields weighted to raise their results ranking. This means that a search for Smith will typically rank results with Smith in the title or as an author above those results where Smith appears in the full text. However, if the search term appears many times in the full text of a document, it will appear near the top of any set of results. It should also be noted that the ranking takes into account the total number of words found in the document or in the metadata fields. Therefore, a single author result will be ranked above an author found in a multi-authored paper.

For example

- A search for Jonathan Smith will return a list of documents ranked as described above.
- A document containing 10 occurrences of Jonathan and 10 of Smith will be listed above a document with 12 occurrences of Jonathan only.
3.06 Search results format

Each entry in the list follows this format (unless you modified the format using the Advanced Search ‘Fields to be included’ feature):

- Title of article
- Author
- Journal, Volume, Issue, Month, Page range
- DOI, online publication date
- Article content links (Abstract, PDF, HTML, etc) or ‘Add to basket’ link if you do not have access to the full text of the journal

3.07 Search results options

1. The search results are automatically displayed in order of relevance. However, you can change this by selecting a different ‘Sort by’ option:
   - Journal
   - Title
   - Author
   - Price
   - Access

To select one of these options, click on the ‘Sort by’ drop-down menu, and then click on the option you prefer.

2. You can also control how many results appear on a page. The default value is 10 results per page. For more results per page, click the ‘Results per page’ drop-down menu, and click on the number you prefer.

3. You can jump to a specific page in the list of results by clicking the ‘Go to page’ drop-down menu. You can also navigate to the first, previous, next and last pages of the entire list of results by clicking the corresponding navigation links.

All of these search result options appear at the top and bottom of all search result pages.
3.08 Further search options

You can perform further searches on the search results displayed to get a more precise result.

1. To search within results, enter your search criteria in the input field below ‘Your enquiry has returned XX matches’, at the top of the page. Click the ‘Search within results’ radio button and then click the ‘Search’ button above it.

2. To perform a new search, enter your search criteria in the input field below ‘Your enquiry has returned XX matches’, at the top of the page. Click the ‘New search’ radio button and then click the ‘Search’ button above it.

3. If you would like to refine your original search, click your browser’s ‘Back’ button to take you back to the Advanced Search page which will still display your search criteria. To carry out a new Advanced Search, click on the ‘Advanced Search’ link to go to a new search form.

3.09 Save Searches

This feature is available to users who have registered with Cambridge Journals Online and are logged in. See 2.04: My Saved Searches in Features available to registered users for more information.

Basic Search Techniques

The best way to enter a key phrase is to put it in quotation marks (for example "genetic epidemiology"). This will search for the exact phrase.

You can also be precise about the combination of words you are searching for. Use a plus (+) before words you require, and a minus (-) before words you don’t want to include. For example, +genetic +epidemiology -“epidemiology and infection” will find articles with genetic and epidemiology in them, but no articles containing the exact phrase ‘epidemiology and infection’.

When you use lower-case key words, you will also get matches with capitalised words. Similarly, if you use capitalised words you will get matches with lower case words.

You can use an asterisk (*) as a wild card (for example, fish* will find matches for Fisher, Fisher’s, fishes, fisher and so on).
3.10 CrossRef search

Cambridge University Press is part of the CrossRef Search Publisher Pilot, a cross-publisher initiative that allows researchers to search the full-text of scholarly articles. Users carry out searches using the familiar Google interface but the results are limited to the scholarly research content provided by participating publishers.

You can find out more about the CrossRef Search project at www.crossref.org.

You can carry out a CrossRef search by clicking the 'CrossRef Search' link that appears immediately beneath the 'Quick Search' box at the top right-hand side of every page throughout the site. This will open a new window. Enter your search term in the box and click 'Search'.

4.0 Journal Content

4.01 Journal homepage

The Journal homepage contains all the key information about the journal, including a description of its aims and scope, its publication frequency and subscription information. It is also the 'gateway' to the journal’s content.
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To access the journal’s content, go to ‘Available volumes’ in the middle of the page and click on the issue you are interested in. To find previous issues click on ‘Back volumes’. Clicking on an issue will take you directly to the table of contents; clicking on a volume will bring up the issue numbers for that volume, which, in turn, will take you to their tables of contents. (See 5.0: Table of Contents below for more information.)

An increasing number of journals will also display a link to ‘Forthcoming articles’. Forthcoming articles are articles that are available on Cambridge Journals Online before the issue to which they belong has been published. This link only appears on the homepages of those journals that are publishing incrementally in this way.

Clicking on ‘Forthcoming articles’ takes you to a new page that displays the forthcoming articles as a single table of contents. Once an article has been included in this section, it constitutes a fully published article and can be cited using its DOI.
At the bottom of the page are the rates for the various types of subscription available for the journal. Clicking on ‘Subscribe’ will take you directly to the shopping basket. See 4.0: Shopping Basket in Features available to registered users for more information.

4.02 Search Journal Contents

This search facility allows users to perform a ‘Quick Search’ that is restricted to the contents of the journal they are interested in. Users can enter their search terms into the ‘Search journal contents’ box at the top right-hand side of the page.

4.03 Journal homepage options

The menu at the top right-hand side of the journal homepage (and other journal information pages) includes a number of features that are available to users who have registered with Cambridge Journals Online and are logged in. See Features available to registered users for more information.

• Bookmark this journal
• Free issue/article
• New content alerts

4.03.1 Recommend this journal

Clicking on ‘Recommend this journal’ takes you to a new page from where you can email your librarian a form recommending that they subscribe to the journal. The journal title, ISSN and EISSN appear at the top of the page. If we can detect your library...
administrators’ email addresses from your IP address, they will be displayed on the page. If no email addresses are displayed, enter the email address into the ‘Email’ text box. Add any accompanying message you want to send in the ‘Message’ box and click ‘Submit’ to send the email.

4.04 More information
The ‘More information’ menu down the right-hand side of the page contains a number of links to further information pages.

4.04.1 Editorial board
Clicking on the ‘Editorial Board’ link takes you to a new page listing the journal’s current editors, their contact details and any specific responsibilities they may have. It also lists all editorial board members with their institutional affiliations.

4.04.2 Book review info
Clicking on ‘Book review info’ takes you to a new page listing the journal’s book review editors and their contact details.
**4.04.3 Instructions for contributors**

Clicking on 'Instructions for Contributors' takes you to a new page where the user will find a PDF of the instructions for contributors supplied by the journal's editors. There is also a link to the Adobe website in case the user needs to download Adobe Acrobat® in order to read the document.

**4.04.4 A & I services**

Clicking on 'A & I services' takes you to a new page listing the abstracting and indexing services that reference the journal. (Note: this information may not be available for all Cambridge journals.)

**4.04.5 Advertising information**

Clicking on 'Advertising Information' takes you to a new page providing details for prospective advertisers on the types of advertisements a journal will accept, their booking and copy dates and the costs of advertising. It is possible to advertise in both the print versions (display advertising, loose inserts and list rental) and online versions (banner advertisements) of most Cambridge journals.
4.04.6 Impact factor
Clicking on 'Impact Factor' takes you to a new page. If the journal has been included in Thomson Scientific’s 'Web of Knowledge', the page will display the journal’s most up-to-date impact factor, based upon the Journals Citation Report®. For more information about Impact Factors, visit the Thomson website at http://scientific.thomson.com/knowtrend/essays.

4.04.7 Top 10 most read articles
This feature appears beneath the 'More information' menu on the right-hand side of the journal’s homepage and throughout the journal’s information pages. It allows the user to see which of the journal’s articles have been most popular in either the previous month or the last year.

4.04.7.1 Previous month
Clicking on ‘Previous month’ will give users a list of the top ten most frequently read articles in the last month, organised in descending order of popularity.

4.04.7.2 Previous 12 months
Clicking on ‘Previous 12 months’ will give users a list of the top ten most frequently read articles in the last year, organised in descending order of popularity.
4.04.8 Related links

At the bottom right-hand side of the journal’s homepage and throughout its information pages, there is a ‘Related links’ section. These are links to additional sources of information that may be hosted elsewhere on Cambridge Journals Online or on external websites. For example, this could be a link to the website of a society for whom we publish a title.

5.0 Table of Contents

Each table of contents has the journal’s title, subtitle and main editor(s) displayed at the top of the page. The table of contents is arranged by article type and sorted by page number.

The following information is provided for each article:

Title, author(s), journal title, volume, issue, circulation date, page number, DOI, the date it was published online and links to the abstract and to the shopping basket.

If the user has access to the full text of the journal (or the journal is offering free access), instead of a link to the shopping basket they will see links to the PDF and, where available, the HTML version of the article.

5.01 Sorting tables of contents

Use the ‘Sort by’ drop-down menu if you want to sort the contents in a different way to the order chosen by the editors. You can sort by page, author, title, article type and published date.
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5.02 View contents list in PDF

Clicking the ‘View contents list in PDF’ button allows you to open the table of contents in PDF and/or save it to your desktop.

5.03 Export or View citation(s)

Users can easily extract basic article information (title, author(s), journal, volume, issue, page numbers, publication date) and either download it to their own computer or email it to a colleague. To do this, select the articles you are interested in and click the checkbox(es) next to them, in the 'Select to Save / Export / View citation' column. You can select all by clicking the ‘Select all’ checkbox.

Having clicked your checkboxes, click on ‘Export Citation’ which appears at both the top and bottom of the table of contents. This will take you to a new page.

1. You can choose to include an abstract of the article in the email or download by clicking the ‘Yes’ radio button.
2. Next you need to select a file format from the list by clicking the radio button next to it.
3. If you want to email the citation to a colleague, enter their email address into the ‘Email’ box and click the ‘Email’ button at the bottom of the page. To download the citation to your computer, choose your file format, then click ‘Download’.
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The email your colleague receives will look like this:

And the CSV attachment, like this:

5.04 Saving articles

Users who have registered with Cambridge Journals Online and are logged in can also save articles to their 'My Saved Articles' page. See 2.02: My Saved Articles in Features for Registered Users for more information.

5.05 Add article(s) to basket

Users who have registered with Cambridge Journals Online and are logged in can buy articles on a pay-per-view basis by checking the 'Add to basket' box that appears alongside each article if they do not have full-text access to it. See 4.1: Buying Pay-per-View articles in Features for Registered Users for more information.
5.06 Abstract

Clicking on ‘Abstract’ beneath the article details opens a new window.

At the top of the page, there is some basic bibliographic information about the article: the journal issue and volume it appears in, copyright details, the article’s DOI and its online publication date. Immediately beneath that are a number of features available to users who have registered with Cambridge Journals Online and are logged in: Subscribe to journal; Save citation; Contents alerts. More information on all these features is available in Features available to registered users. The facility to email the abstract to colleagues is also included in this list and is available to all users.

5.06.1 Email abstract

Clicking on ‘Email abstract’ takes you to a new page. To email the abstract to a colleague, enter your name and email address, your colleague’s name, department and email address and any accompanying message you wish to send into the appropriate text boxes. When you are ready to send the message, click the ‘Submit’ button at the bottom of the page.

5.06.2 Abstract – right-hand menu

At the top right-hand side of the page are a number of links:

- **Volume** takes users back to the journal homepage
- **Issue** takes users back to the table of contents
- **PDF** takes users directly to the PDF version of the article
- **HTML** takes users to the HTML version of the article
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Cited by Articles (CrossRef)/Cited by Articles (Google Scholar) open a new window that lists - and provides links to - articles in CrossRef or Google Scholar that cite the article users are viewing.

Citation Alert allows users who are registered with Cambridge Journals Online to receive emails telling them when an article they are interested in has been cited in another publication. For more information see 2.07 My citation alerts in Features available to Registered Users.

Go to Next Abstract takes users to the abstract of the next article in the issue/volume they are looking at.

As well as a short description of the article’s contents, the abstract provides the following information:

- The names and affiliations of the author(s)
- Contact details for those wishing to enter into correspondence with the author(s)
- Where available, a link to Medline’s and Google Scholar’s databases of authors
- The date the article was originally accepted for publication. (This is provided by the journal’s editorial office and may not be available for all journals.)
- A list of the keywords that have been used to index the article

5.07 PDFs

To view the PDF version of an article, click on the PDF link immediately beneath the article details in the table of contents. PDFs show the articles on screen as they appear on the printed page. To view PDF articles, you need Adobe’s Acrobat® Reader. This is freely available and can be downloaded from Adobe’s website at www.adobe.com.

Music and the wellbeing of people with dementia

ANDREW SENSIMITT* and GRANT GIBSON

Abstract

While therapeutic interventions involving music have been shown to have benefits for people with dementia, little research has assessed the role of music and music-related activities in their everyday lives. This paper presents the results of qualitative research that explored this role in terms of the meaning and importance of music in everyday life, the benefits derived from participation in music-related activities, and the problems or engaging with music. Data were collected during in-depth interviews with 20 people with dementia and their carers, who lived either in their own homes or in residential care in different parts of England. The paper illustrates the many different ways in which people with dementia experience music, as well as being exposed to it in their everyday lives. Music can be an enjoyable and personally meaningful part of people’s lives, helping to maintain social and dress activities within and outside the house, and provides a degree of enjoyment and control over their everyday situations. The practical implications for the provision of care and support for people with dementia are discussed. The scope and implications for technological development to promote access to music are also discussed.

(Accepted April 20, 2006)
5.08 HTML

To view an article in HTML, click on the HTML link beneath the article details in the table of contents.

**Note:** all Cambridge Journals are available as PDFs and most are now also available in HTML. Those journals available in HTML have an ‘H’ icon next to them in the journal listings.

Clicking on the 'HTML' link opens a new window. At the top of the page you will see the article’s bibliographic information, including its DOI and its online publication date. Immediately below that information there are three links that allow you to:

- subscribe to the journal
- email the article’s abstract to a colleague
- save the citation to your ‘My saved articles’ page.

You need to have registered and logged in to have access to these features. See **Features available to Registered Users** for more information.

5.08.1 Navigation

At the top of each article on the right-hand side of the page, a navigation panel allows you to move quickly around the journal content and gives you access to a number of citation features. The navigation allows you to go back to the journal homepage (by clicking on the Volume); to the table of contents (by clicking on the Issue); to the abstract; to the previous and next articles; and to the PDF version of the article you are looking at.

5.08.2 Citations

You can find out if this article has been cited elsewhere by using 'Cited by Articles (CrossRef)' and 'Cited by Articles (Google Scholar)'. If you click on either of these links a new window opens that lists - and provides links to - articles in CrossRef or Google Scholar that cite the article you are viewing. If you have registered with Cambridge Journals Online and are logged in you can also set up 'Citation alerts'. These are emails telling you when an article you are interested in has been cited in another publication. See 2.07: **Citation Alerts in Features available to registered users** for more information.
All users

The article’s abstract appears before the article itself, followed by a list of figures, tables and illustrations (if the article contains any) and key headings within the article. These are provided as links to make it easy to navigate around the content.

5.08.3 Reference Linking

Full-text HTML means that we can offer reference linking to help you find related research articles. When an article is cited, the date of the article will appear as a link. Clicking on that link will take you to the reference in the bibliography. If the cited article is available via CrossRef or Medline or appears elsewhere on Cambridge Journals Online a link from the bibliography will take you to it. In addition, for all cited articles in the bibliography we provide a search string you can use in an OpenURL resolver (see below).

5.08.4 OpenURL resolver

This allows users with access to an OpenURL resolver to find the article. If your library has its own resolver this will tell you whether the article is available to you as part of the library’s collection. Click on the ‘Open URL query data’ link. This will open a new window containing a search string that complies with the OpenURL standard. If your organisation is registered with us and your Account Administrator has given us the URL of your local OpenURL resolver, a link to it will appear in the window. You can then copy and paste the search string directly into that resolver. If no link appears, you can cut and paste into any other resolver.

5.08.5 Medline

Medline is a database containing abstracts of, and bibliographic information about, articles published across the biomedical and life sciences since 1965. If a full-text HTML Cambridge article
cites an article that appears in Medline you will be able to link directly to the Medline record which, in turn, links to the article on the publisher’s website.

5.08.6 CrossRef

A CrossRef link means the article cited belongs to a participating CrossRef publisher. Clicking on the link will take you directly to the article cited.

5.09 Supplementary materials

Alongside the links to ‘Abstract’, ‘PDF’ and ‘HTML’ beneath the article details, you may also see a link to ‘Supplementary materials’. Supplementary materials come in a variety of formats, such as:

MP3, MPG, AVI, JPG, DOC, WORD, XLS, PS, MOV, RM

To open any supplementary materials, click on the ‘Supplementary materials’ link. This will open a new page which tells you the format the materials are in, their title and gives you a brief description of their contents. There will also be a link to a file viewer in case you need it.

To download the supplementary materials, click on the relevant title link and a file download dialogue box will appear. Click ‘Save’ and choose a location to save the file to. If you need to download the viewer as well, click on the ‘Download file viewer’ link and a file download dialogue box will appear. Click ‘Save’ and choose a location for the file.
5.10 Search this issue

As well as the standard ‘Quick Search’ and ‘Cite Search’ features available throughout the site, you also have the option here to restrict your quick search to the journal (‘Search journal contents’) or the specific issue (‘Search this issue’) you are interested in.

6.0 Help

Various kinds of help are available to users throughout the site.

6.01 Context-sensitive Help

Wherever you are in the site, you can get help relating to the page you are on by clicking on ‘Help’ in the horizontal menu bar that appears at the top right-hand side of every page.

Example

If you need help using the Advanced search function, go to ‘Advanced search’ and from there click on ‘Help’.

A second window will open which contains Help that relates specifically to Advanced Search. You will also notice a list of related help topics on the right hand side of the page. Help is available for all Cambridge Journals Online features.
6.02 Help Index

Click on ‘Index’ in the ‘Help’ menu and you will see a complete alphabetical list of the Help topics available.

6.03 Frequently Asked Questions

Click on ‘FAQs’ in the ‘Help’ menu to bring up an extensive list of answers to common questions.

6.04 Access details

This page helps users submit problems either to their own local administrators or direct to Cambridge University Press.

Click on ‘Access details’ in the drop-down ‘Help’ menu.

The page displays the information it has detected for your computer including the Internet Browser and Operating System you are using, your IP...
address, your name (if you have registered and are logged in), organisation, society membership etc.

If you want to report the problem to Cambridge, you are now given a number of options. Enter the email address you want Cambridge to reply to and a subject heading for the email. Then you can either choose a common problem from the 'Pre-defined problems' drop-down menu or, if your problem doesn’t appear in the list, use the textbox to describe it. Finally, use the drop-down menu to confirm your location, as this will determine which of our Customer Services teams will contact you.

6.05 Site Map

If you can’t find what you are looking for, the Site Map lists all the content available on Cambridge Journals Online. It is accessible both from the Help menu and from the menu that appears at the top right-hand side of every page throughout the site.

6.06 Email Us

You can also contact Cambridge University Press from the 'Help' menu by clicking on 'Email Us'. This opens a simple email form that allows you to report your problem.